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ABSTRACT

The speech material of the Northern _
Russian dialects was investigated. A cog
plex of the phonetic phenomena was foun _
testifying to the existence of the corre
lation of the tense-lax consonants in ’
those dialects. Since analogous phonetic
features are observed in the Western and
Southern Slavic languages, it may be sug-
gested that the peculiarity discovered
in the Northern Russian dialects is pra-
Slavic and pra-Indoeuropean heritage.

1, As we know, the consonants of Standard
Russian are opposed on the basis of voice-
lessness-voiceness. The voiced consonants
differ from the voiceless ones also by the
level of tenseness: the voiceless conso—
nants are more tense. This is manifested
in the greater tension of the muscles of
the articulatory organs.
One of the most difficult tasks of instru-mental phonetics is the direct establish-ment of the level of tenseness. However,one can judge of the degree of tensenessor nontenseness on the basis of some inde-rect data. Specifically, the tense conso—nants compared to the lax ones are longerand the noise constituting them is moreenergetic /l/.
In Standard Russian the feature of tense—ness is closely related to the feature ofvoicelessness, and the feature of nontense-ness — to the feature of voiceness: tenseconsonants are voiceless and lax ones arevoiced. It should also be borne in mindthat voiceness-voicelessness is the majorfeature in the opposition, while tensenessnontenseness is an accompanying feature/2/. In some languages these phonetic fea-tures are correlated otherwise than in Bus
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n ua es tenseness-nontem

sian. In'SUChtlihz bgttom of the opposiu.
seneis exziples one can cite English,

ggencfi, German, ginngjh, Estonian andnum
other languages _r :

no RuSSIan dialects have been

desggigzd where the principle of tensamx
—nontenseness of consonants manifestedit-
self differently than in Standard Russian,
Such dialects are to be found on the eH
of Mezen in the Leshukon district of the
Arkhangelsk region. Our primary auditory
impression was checked instrumentally Men
the length of consonants of these dialecm
was measured. .

.1. According to the data reCieved by
glitoustova for Standard Russian the
length of voiceless fricative consonants
in the intervocalic positionzignmzaryhzr

in the ran e of 16 mo 0 _ .
sgiced consogants show a variation from
93 me to 127 mc. The ratio of the length
of voiced consonants to that of the voum-
less ones is approximately 0.5b-0.65 /L

. 57 . _
ghe proportion of voiceless and v01ced
fricative consonants in the intervocalic
position in the Mezen dialects differs
from that in the literary language. The
difference is a greater contrast in Umifi
length. Thus the length of intervocalicH_
varies within the range of 95-103 $zétgu
le ’1 in the same position is C a '
risEd by the length of 45—59 me; the ten;
poraly characteristics of the intervoca;
ES] are from 110 to 180 me, and those 0
[Z] - from 50 to 60 mo. The ratio of thi
length of voiced consonants to that ofte
voiceless ones in the Mezen dialects is
about 0.46 on the average.
2.1.2.An even greater difference betweenv
the literary language and the Mezen diah
lects can be observed in the stops wt
are longer in the Mezen dialects. _
The 1en9th of the voiceless stops diffei-
from language to language. In some langu
ges these consonants have a longer phase
0f Contact, which results in geminatesaS
Estonian and Finnish are examples of,thl
phenomenon. In other languages (English
German) the occlusive consonants have a
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longer postexplosive phase leading to as-
pirated consonants.
Both types of prolonging of the voiceless
stops can be observed in the Mezen dia-
lects. Thus sometimes these consonants are
pronounced with a long contact:[a p’imof,
’etogo, oto’lok, ka’kofl. But more often
the leng h of the voiceless stops [p, t,k] and [p’, t’, kj appears in aspiration:
Pphom’or, naphal, ’naphpl; tham, thoie,
photho lok; a’khak, khudy, a p’hec-tu,‘
ku’p'hila, ’n’ep’hili; /t‘hanut,’mat‘hi;
muzy’k’hfl.
InJStandard Russian the duration of post-
explosive phase of the voiceless stops is
quite insignificant: Lp, t] - 20 mo, and
{k} - 35-40 mo /5/. If one takes into con-
sideration the fact that the duration of
[p, t, k] in the intervocalic position
varies from 153 to 200 me /4, p._57l/,
then the postexplosive phase of Lp, t] is
equal to 0.1 of the length of the whole
consonant and that of [k] - to 0.17-0.25.
According to our data the duration of the
postexplosive phase of [p] in the Mezen
dialects is 42-95 mc, that of Lt] is 65-
70 mo, and that of [k] — 54—76 me. The
measurement of their relative length sho-
wed that the postexplosive phase of these
consonants may constitute from 0.4 to 0.7
of the entire length of the consonant.
2.2.1. One can also see the difference be—
tween Standard Russian and the Mezen dia-
lects in the proportion of the consonant
length in clusters.
In Standard Russian the first consonant
of the cluster is typically shorter than
the second one /4, p. 59/. This regulari—
ty is proved by our measurements of the
consonant length in such_groups as [ks],
[sk], [psj, [Sp],Lkshl, LFtr tj, .
Lft], [n, [zg , Ls , Ld. There is'a
law in Standard Russian according to which
the first consonant cannot be longer then
the second one even if the first consonant
represents the combination of two identi-
cal phonemes: the long consonant loses 1tS
length when it occurs beside another con—
sonant; compare: xnacca Ls:] - Knaccuun
[s] /6, p. 136/. .
The situation is quite different With the
Mezen dialects, where the first consonant
may be much longer than t e one which fol-
lows. Compare: [uJ’la, u kom, t] is ta,
l’es’na, p’e§”kom, fsu’botu}. The length
of the voiceless stops in clusters as well
as in the intervocalic position may come
up in aspiration or in_the longer contact
phase: [okh’no ; nak’laz’daJ. The first
consonant is longer than the second one
even in the case when the former is a so-
norant and the latter a voiceless conso-
nant, while in the intervocalic position
the voiced consonants including sonorants
are much shorter than the voiceless ones.
The average length of the second conson-
ant compared to the first one varies from
0.4 to 0.7. The voiceless stops are non-

aspirated in the postconsonant position.Therefore the first or the second positionof the consonant in the clusters differsto the tenseness-nontenseness. From thispoint of view the position of the firstconsonant in the group is strong, and thesecond one is weak.
2.2.2. Another peculiarity of the Mezen di-alects that is the progressive devocaliza-tion of the sonorants. This phenomenon isobserved both in the middle of the wordand in juncture: [’proflyi, ’utrom, ’prhmo,d’ek’r’et, sus/lon, fij’l’i,‘vypfjut, 'sof’jofj. The same devocalization is obser-ved in the sounds of "v, vfl , which arepronounced in the dia ects; this is alsotrue of the more ancient [w, wfl : Ckfam,dakj3fe/sax, vo’z’it’flotkax, sfo’joj.Completely voiceless sonorants and ff, f’Jaccording to Ev, v{}occur much rarer thanpartially devocalized sonorants. The inst—rumental analysis of these sounds showedthat such sonorants have voiceless begin-ning and voiced ending. The degree of thedevocalization of the sonorant and [v] inthe position after the voiceless consonantin the Mezen dialects depends on the forceof tension of the speech organs. When usedemphatically or in the strong phrase posi—tions the sonorants are devocalized forthe greater part of their duration and thesound i is pronounced instead of Lv]. Inother cases the devocalization may extendover the initial phase of the second con-sonant only. There may be no progressivedevocalization of these sounds in the weakphrase positions.

The strong voiceless consonants may influ-ence not only the next sonorants but alsothe vowels. In such cases vowels are pro—nounced without voice though preservingthe rest of their typical characteristics:fprggy’la, pr’ijflo, ’wyp’itpj. This effectcan be observed frequently at the end ofsyntagma. Sometimes several successivewords may be pronounced as if they werewhispered, with the strong tension and in-tensive noise.
In the group of two consonants, as it hasbeen shown above, the first consonant istense and the second one is lax. That iswhy if the first sonorant or [v] is follow-ing the voiceless consonant the progressi—ve devocalization is observed quite frequ—ently. It almost never happens if the sono-rant or LV} is placed after two voicelessconsonants: the second sound is lax, itcannot assimilate the next sonorant and[v]; compare:L’trojo-stroimJ.
2.3. The prolonged consonants in the Mezendialects frequently occur at the end of aword before a pause: [l’e§, bo’jus’, mos;/v’id’i 3. The stops are pronounced with 3long contact and explosion:[ i d’ot, fiesok:or with aspiration: fthuth, o’p’et’h, poto—’lokh]. Quite frequently the voicelessstops are implosive. This may eVidently beexplained by the fact that the general ab-
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longer postexplosive phase leading to as-
pirated consonants.
Both types of prolonging of the voiceless
stops can be observed in the Mezen dia-
lects. Thus sometimes these consonants are
pronounced with a long contact:[a p’imof,
’etogo, oto’lok, ka’kofl. But more often
the leng h of the voiceless stops [p, t,k] and [p’, t’, kj appears in aspiration:
Pphom’or, naphal, ’naphol; tham, thoie,
photho lok; a’khak, khudy, a p’hec-tu,‘
ku’p'hila, ’n’ep’hili; /t‘hanut,’mat‘hi;
muzy’k’hfl.
InJStandard Russian the duration of post-
explosive phase of the voiceless stops is
quite insignificant: Lp, t] - 20 mc, and
{k} - 35-40 me /5/. If one takes into con-
sideration the fact that the duration of
[p, t, k] in the intervocalic position
varies from 153 to 200 me /4, p._57l/,
then the postexplosive phase of Lp, t] is
equal to 0.1 of the length of the whole
consonant and that of [k] - to 0.17-0.25.
According to our data the duration of the
postexplosive phase of [p] in the Mezen
dialects is 42-95 mc, that of Lt] is 65-
70 mo, and that of [k] — 54—76 me. The
measurement of their relative length sho-
wed that the postexplosive phase of these
consonants may constitute from 0.4 to 0.7
of the entire length of the consonant.
2.2.1. One can also see the difference be—
tween Standard Russian and the Mezen dia-
lects in the proportion of the consonant
length in clusters.
In Standard Russian the first consonant
of the cluster is typically shorter than
the second one /4, p. 59/. This regulari—
ty is proved by our measurements of the
consonant length in such_groups as [ks],
[sk], [psj, [Sp],Lkshl, LFtr tj, .
Lft], [n, [zg , Ls , Ld. There is'a
law in Standard Russian according to which
the first consonant cannot be longer then
the second one even if the first consonant
represents the combination of two identi-
cal phonemes: the long consonant loses 1tS
length when it occurs beside another con—
sonant; compare: xnacca Ls:] - Knaccsun
[s] /6, p. 136/. .
The situation is quite different With the
Mezen dialects, where the first consonant
may be much longer than t e one which fol-
lows. Compare: [uJ’la, u kom, t] is ta,
l’es’na, p’e§”kom, fsu’botu}. The length
of the voiceless stops in clusters as well
as in the intervocalic position may come
up in aspiration or in_the longer contact
phase: [okh’no ; nak’laz’daJ. The first
consonant is longer than the second one
even in the case when the former is a so-
norant and the latter a voiceless conso-
nant, while in the intervocalic position
the voiced consonants including sonorants
are much shorter than the voiceless ones.
The average length of the second conson-
ant compared to the first one varies from
0.4 to 0.7. The voiceless stops are non-

aspirated in the postconsonant position.Therefore the first or the second positionof the consonant in the clusters differsto the tenseness-nontenseness. From thispoint of view the position of the firstconsonant in the group is strong, and thesecond one is weak.
2.2.2. Another peculiarity of the Mezen di-alects that is the progressive devocaliza-tion of the sonorants. This phenomenon isobserved both in the middle of the wordand in juncture: [’proflyi, ’utrom, ’prhmo,d’ek’r’et, sus/lon, uj’l’i,‘vypfjut, 'sof’jofj. The same devocalization is obser-ved in the sounds of "v, vfl , which arepronounced in the dia ects; this is alsotrue of the more ancient [w, wfl : Ckfam,dakj3fe/sax, vo’z’it’flotkax, sfo’joj.Completely voiceless sonorants and ff, f’Jaccording to Ev, v{}occur much rarer thanpartially devocalized sonorants. The inst—rumental analysis of these sounds showedthat such sonorants have voiceless begin-ning and voiced ending. The degree of thedevocalization of the sonorant and [v] inthe position after the voiceless consonantin the Mezen dialects depends on the forceof tension of the speech organs. When usedemphatically or in the strong phrase posi—tions the sonorants are devocalized forthe greater part of their duration and thesound i is pronounced instead of Lv]. Inother cases the devocalization may extendover the initial phase of the second con-sonant only. There may be no progressivedevocalization of these sounds in the weakphrase positions.

The strong voiceless consonants may influ-ence not only the next sonorants but alsothe vowels. In such cases vowels are pro—nounced without voice though preservingthe rest of their typical characteristics:fprggy’la, pr’ijflo, ’wyp’itoj. This effectcan be observed frequently at the end ofsyntagma. Sometimes several successivewords may be pronounced as if they werewhispered, with the strong tension and in-tensive noise.
In the group of two consonants, as it hasbeen shown above, the first consonant istense and the second one is lax. That iswhy if the first sonorant or [v] is follow-ing the voiceless consonant the progressi—ve devocalization is observed quite frequ—ently. It almost never happens if the sono-rant or LV} is placed after two voicelessconsonants: the second sound is lax, itcannot assimilate the next sonorant and[v]; compare:L’trojo-stroimJ.
2.3. The prolonged consonants in the Mezendialects frequently occur at the end of aword before a pause: [l’e§, bo’jus’, mos;/v’id’i 3. The stops are pronounced with 3long contact and explosion:[ i d’ot, fiesok:or with aspiration: fthuth, o’p’et’h, poto—lokh]. Quite frequently the voicelessstops are implosive. This may eVidently beexplained by the fact that the general ab-
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atement of the intensity at the end of a

sYntagma weakens the end of the consohantas well that is why the strength 0f t :
contact is greater than the strength 0 t

the explosion and the epOSion does no

take place. . _
The voiced consonants in the Mezen dia

lects are lax. They are much shorter than

their voiceless correlates. Besides non-

tenseness manifests itself in the common

flabbiness of their articulation.__taVe
often noted the pronunciation of hJJ aad
[BU instead of [d]:[‘lajila, bu?ot];(3]
in place of [d] :[’e3ak1: LW9 W.J1n place
of[ b, b1]: [nara'wotu, w’un tom]5[}]1n'
stead of: g]:['mnohoj. _
2.4. In some cases in the Mezen dialects
the pronunciation of voiced consonant 1n
place of the voiceless ones and Vice ver-
sa can be observed and also the pronunCia-

tion of semivoiced consonants in place of
voiceless and voiced onesztfstar’in ga,
(gck), Po/tumat’ (t< d), po’rago, 2a ga-
d3v213- '
2.5. Implosive consonants, spirantization
of voiced explosive consonants, intercha-
nge of voiced consonants and voiceless

ones and the existence of semivoiced con—
sonants have been noticed in different Ner-
thern Russian dialects by other dialecto-
logists. The auditioning of the tapes of
the Northern Russian dialects accumulated
in the Laboratory of experimental phone-
tics of the Russian Language Institute of
the USSR Academy of Sciences showed that
they share some other features with the
Mezen dialects which have been described
above.
3. All this testifies to the fact that in
the Norflwrn Russian dialects there exists
opposition on tenseness-nontenseness, but
not on voiceness—nonvoiceness as is the ca-
se in other Russian dialects and the lite-
rary language.
When making phonological conclusions some
phoneticians proceed from the principle of
phoneme neutralization /3,7/. However the
fact of neztralization as such cannot al-
ways clarify the nature_of the phonetic op—
position. Thus [t] and [d] coincide in thesound: t] in the final position both in Ru—
ssian and in German. Yet in Standard Russi—
an the opposition on voiceness-nonvoicen—
ess is considered to be neutralized in the
final position, while in German the opposi-tion of tenseness—nontenseness is neutrali-zed in a tense variant. The fact of neutra—lization is an evidence that the phonemes
are paired and that they are opposed onone distinctive feature. But it may mean
nothing as to the nature of this feature.The Mezen dialects as well as the majorityof the Northern Russian dialects do not di—ffer from other Russian dialects from the
point of view of the nature of neutraliza_
tion of the consonants discussed above He—
re the noise consonants cannot be distin-guished in the final and preconsonant posi-

tion. At the end of the word and beforethe

voiceless consonants they turn into Vonn—

less consonants and before the VOlCEcm

sonants they turn into v01ced ones.

The difference between the two types Ofdh

alects lies in how the contrast of theop
posed phonemes in the absolutely Strengpm
sition is realized. In some dialects as
well as in Standard RuSSian the Contrastm
the consonants on v01ceness-nonv01cenessk

more evident than on tenseness-nontensan
ess. In other dialects the contrast 0ftm

consonants on tenseness—nontenseness 15mm
re evident than on voiceness-nonVOicmmse

That is why the oppOSition of these conm.
nants is rooted inftenseg:ssQnontengenea,

feature which orms e a51S o comm
Egit opposition in the absolutely strmm

position may give up it's place to someam

companying princigledugdegigfihifi agiti-
ons. Thus in Stan a; us _e i era.

ce between[ p] andl’bj’Ltlhandthd], [s]am
2 etc. in whispering. w en ere isno

gogée, is evident only from tensenessor
nontenseness of the corresponding sounds
/6/. In those Northern Russian dialects
where the leading principle of phonemeop
position is usually tenseness-nontensmmsg

in the postconsonant position. where vob
celess stops lose aspiration and fricatne
consonants lose their length, the major
contrast between the corresponding sounfl
is on voiceness-nonvoiceness.
4. What is the origin of the dialect pew-
liarity described above? Speaking abouttm
vocalization of the voiceless consonantsn
the intervocalic positions and the exiswm
cc of the semivoiced consonants some twa-
tigators proposed that it is a featureof
the Finnish substratum /8/. This proposm
has some validity. It is possible thattm
other features of the described complex
are also of Finnish origin.
However there is some counter evidence am
The Komi Republic Academy of Sciences n
us an opportunity to listen to the tapeso
different Komi dialects including the dh-
lects on the river of Mezen, neighbourhn
on the Russian Mezen dialects. In noneof
these tapes could we find the most tYPicall
feature of the Russian Mezen dialects -a?
piration of the voiceless stops. Yet 5mm
of the manifestations of the oppositionon
tenseness-nontenseness in the Komi dialeds
do exist, for example the prolonging off”
first consonants in clusters.
There may be another explanation of thed?
scribed Northern Russian phenomenon. Maw
indoeuropean languages have the same few
tures. Thus for example the tense voicehfi
consonants significantly exceed in their
length the lax voiced ones; the aspiratmn
of the voiceless stops occurs at the begfl’
ning of the word and in the intervocalic
positions (while it is absent in the p03"
CSmSOHant position); cf. also the progreS'
Sive devocalization of the sonorants, the
PrOlonging of the ending consonants, the
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spirantization of the voiced stops in Eng-
lish and German /9/.
Many of the described phenomena are known
in the Slavic languages. According to our
data fp, t, k] in Polish are more tense
than in Russian. The voiceless stops are
aspirated in Polish. There is also the pro-
gressive devocalization of the sonorants
in some Western and Southern Slavic lan—
guages /10/. For Czech the relevance of
the opposition on the "lenes-fortes" of
the consonants was discussed /ll/.
Consequently the discussed features of
the Northern Russian dialects connected
with the opposition of the consonants on
tenseness-nontenseness, may be one more fe—
ature linking the Northern Russian dia-
lects with the Slavic West. This feature
may be praindoeuropean.
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atement of the intensity at the end of a

sYntagma weakens the end of the consohantas well that is why the strength 0f t :
contact is greater than the strength 0 t

the explosion and the epOSion does no

take place. . _
The voiced consonants in the Mezen dia

lects are lax. They are much shorter than

their voiceless correlates. Besides non-

tenseness manifests itself in the common

flabbiness of their articulation.__taVe
often noted the pronunciation of hJJ aad
[BU instead of [d]:[‘lajila, bu?ot];(3]
in place of [d] :[’e3ak1: LW9 W.J1n place
of[ b, b1]: [nara'wotu, w’un tom]5[}]1n'
stead of: g]:['mnohoj. _
2.4. In some cases in the Mezen dialects
the pronunciation of voiced consonant 1n
place of the voiceless ones and Vice ver-
sa can be observed and also the pronunCia-

tion of semivoiced consonants in place of
voiceless and voiced onesztfstar’in ga,
(gck), Po/tumat’ (t< d), po’rago, 2a ga-
d3v213- '
2.5. Implosive consonants, spirantization
of voiced explosive consonants, intercha-
nge of voiced consonants and voiceless

ones and the existence of semivoiced con—
sonants have been noticed in different Ner-
thern Russian dialects by other dialecto-
logists. The auditioning of the tapes of
the Northern Russian dialects accumulated
in the Laboratory of experimental phone-
tics of the Russian Language Institute of
the USSR Academy of Sciences showed that
they share some other features with the
Mezen dialects which have been described
above.
3. All this testifies to the fact that in
the Norflwrn Russian dialects there exists
opposition on tenseness-nontenseness, but
not on voiceness—nonvoiceness as is the ca-
se in other Russian dialects and the lite-
rary language.
When making phonological conclusions some
phoneticians proceed from the principle of
phoneme neutralization /3,7/. However the
fact of neztralization as such cannot al-
ways clarify the nature_of the phonetic op—
position. Thus [t] and [d] coincide in thesound: t] in the final position both in Ru—
ssian and in German. Yet in Standard Russi—
an the opposition on voiceness-nonvoicen—
ess is considered to be neutralized in the
final position, while in German the opposi-tion of tenseness—nontenseness is neutrali-zed in a tense variant. The fact of neutra—lization is an evidence that the phonemes
are paired and that they are opposed onone distinctive feature. But it may mean
nothing as to the nature of this feature.The Mezen dialects as well as the majorityof the Northern Russian dialects do not di—ffer from other Russian dialects from the
point of view of the nature of neutraliza_
tion of the consonants discussed above He—
re the noise consonants cannot be distin-guished in the final and preconsonant posi-

tion. At the end of the word and beforethe

voiceless consonants they turn into Vonn—

less consonants and before the VOlCEcm

sonants they turn into v01ced ones.

The difference between the two types Ofdh

alects lies in how the contrast of theop
posed phonemes in the absolutely Strengpm
sition is realized. In some dialects as
well as in Standard RuSSian the Contrastm
the consonants on v01ceness-nonv01cenessk

more evident than on tenseness-nontensan
ess. In other dialects the contrast 0ftm

consonants on tenseness—nontenseness 15mm
re evident than on voiceness-nonVOicmmse

That is why the oppOSition of these conm.
nants is rooted inftenseg:ssQnontengenea,

feature which orms e a51S o comm
Egit opposition in the absolutely strmm

position may give up it's place to someam

companying princigledugdegigfihifi agiti-
ons. Thus in Stan a; us _e i era.

ce between[ p] andl’bj’Ltlhandthd], [s]am
2 etc. in whispering. w en ere isno

gogée, is evident only from tensenessor
nontenseness of the corresponding sounds
/6/. In those Northern Russian dialects
where the leading principle of phonemeop
position is usually tenseness-nontensmmsg

in the postconsonant position. where vob
celess stops lose aspiration and fricatne
consonants lose their length, the major
contrast between the corresponding sounfl
is on voiceness-nonvoiceness.
4. What is the origin of the dialect pew-
liarity described above? Speaking abouttm
vocalization of the voiceless consonantsn
the intervocalic positions and the exiswm
cc of the semivoiced consonants some twa-
tigators proposed that it is a featureof
the Finnish substratum /8/. This proposm
has some validity. It is possible thattm
other features of the described complex
are also of Finnish origin.
However there is some counter evidence am
The Komi Republic Academy of Sciences n
us an opportunity to listen to the tapeso
different Komi dialects including the dh-
lects on the river of Mezen, neighbourhn
on the Russian Mezen dialects. In noneof
these tapes could we find the most tYPicall
feature of the Russian Mezen dialects -a?
piration of the voiceless stops. Yet 5mm
of the manifestations of the oppositionon
tenseness-nontenseness in the Komi dialeds
do exist, for example the prolonging off”
first consonants in clusters.
There may be another explanation of thed?
scribed Northern Russian phenomenon. Maw
indoeuropean languages have the same few
tures. Thus for example the tense voicehfi
consonants significantly exceed in their
length the lax voiced ones; the aspiratmn
of the voiceless stops occurs at the begfl’
ning of the word and in the intervocalic
positions (while it is absent in the p03"
CSmSOHant position); cf. also the progreS'
Sive devocalization of the sonorants, the
PrOlonging of the ending consonants, the
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spirantization of the voiced stops in Eng-
lish and German /9/.
Many of the described phenomena are known
in the Slavic languages. According to our
data fp, t, k] in Polish are more tense
than in Russian. The voiceless stops are
aspirated in Polish. There is also the pro-
gressive devocalization of the sonorants
in some Western and Southern Slavic lan—
guages /10/. For Czech the relevance of
the opposition on the "lenes-fortes" of
the consonants was discussed /ll/.
Consequently the discussed features of
the Northern Russian dialects connected
with the opposition of the consonants on
tenseness-nontenseness, may be one more fe—
ature linking the Northern Russian dia-
lects with the Slavic West. This feature
may be praindoeuropean.
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